We pursue an early stopping technique that helps Gaussian Restricted Boltzmann Machines (GRBMs) to gain good natural image representations in terms of overcompleteness and data fitting. GRBMs are widely considered as an unsuitable model for natural images because they gain non-overcomplete representations which include uniform filters that do not represent useful image features. We have recently found that GRBMs once gain and subsequently lose useful filters during their training, contrary to this common perspective. We attribute this phenomenon to a tradeoff between overcompleteness of GRBM representations and data fitting. To gain GRBM representations that are overcomplete and fit data well, we propose a measure for GRBM representation quality, approximated mutual information, and an early stopping technique based on this measure. The proposed method boosts performance of classifiers trained on GRBM representations.
Introduction
While the Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) have been demonstrated to be effective in various tasks [1, 2, 3, 4] , they often fail to learn overcomplete representations from continuous data, especially from natural images [5, 6] . For example, RBMs trained on natural images learn a large number of uniform filters that do not represent sharp edges. The failure of RBMs in the application for continuous data has been attributed to the deficiency of Gaussian RBMs (GRBMs), a variant of RBMs for continuous data, in capturing the covariances between data variables [6] . This perspective has led people to several model extensions of RBMs that can model data covariances [5, 6, 7] .
It is, however, not widely known that GRBMs once gain useful filters and subsequently lose many of them during the training [8] . Figure 1 (a) to (d) show filters learned by a GRBM from CIFAR-10 in different stages of the training. As is reported [5, 6] , the GRBM gains a lot of uniform filters at the end of the training (after 300 sweeps over training data, or epochs) in Fig. 1 (d) . However, Fig. 1 (b) and (c) suggest us that these uniform filters are actually degenerated from meaningful filters that represented edges or color gradients in the middle stages of the training (after 30 and 100 epochs). As apparent, we cannot trace back the GRBM training process for a useful representation into the early stages of the training where all the filters were nearly noisy initial states as in Fig. 1 (a) .
The change in the quality of GRBM feature representations impacts on the performance of a classifier trained on the representations. Here, we consider a stack of the GRBM and an L2-SVM with the linear kernel, and see classification performance on CIFAR-10. training (1-30 epochs) and then declines in the late stages of the training (30-300 epochs), corresponding to the quality of GRBM feature representations.
These phenomena cannot be simply explained that the GRBM overfits the training data, owing to two reasons. First, decline in the percentage accuracy is observed on both the test and training data. However, GRBM overfitting would result in decline only in the test data accuracy and increase in the training data accuracy. Second, the difference between the averaged free energy of test and training data (hereafter, free energy difference, or FED), a common overfitting measure for RBMs [9] , remains small throughout the GRBM training as in Fig. 1 (g ). If GRBM overfitting were responsible for the phenomena, FED would show a significant increase as the GRBM loses its useful filters.
Compared with our previous study [8] , there are two contributions to report. First, to better understand the phenomena, we claim a detailed mechanism on how GRBMs once gain and eventually lose useful filters during the training (Section 3). We there argue that GRBMs lose overcomplete representations because the maximum likelihood estimation of GRBMs can penalize such representations. This argument leads us an idea of a tradeoff between overcompleteness of GRBM representations and fitting of GRBMs to training data, which suggests us that better fitting of a GRBM does not always result in better representations even if the GRBM does not overfit. The tradeoff between overcompleteness and fitting motivates us to perform early stopping training for GRBMs.
Second, we propose an efficient early stopping technique for GRBM representations that are overcomplete and fit data well. In Section 4, We describe our proposed method, dubbed a-infomax early stopping for GRBMs, that maximizes approximated mutual information (AMI), which is the sum of mutual information between each hidden unit and data. A-infomax early stopping is efficient while alternative strategies, such as directly using test or validation data accuracy at each candidate of stopping time, can incur us huge computational costs in performing supervised training and convolutional feature extraction. Moreover, parameter tuning for a-infomax early stopping is easier than our previous approaches [8] . In Section 5, we present experiments to explore the benefits from a-infomax early stopping.
Gaussian RBMs
RBMs are a Markov random field of a bipartite graph that consists of two layers of variables: visible layer representing data, and hidden layer representing latent variables. GRBMs are one of the variants of RBMs with real-valued data and binary latent variables, whose joint probabilities are
where M and N are the number of hidden and visible variables, H and V are a vector notation of hidden and visible variables, i.e., H = (H 1 , . . . , H M ) T and V = (V 1 , . . . , V N ) T , Z is the partition function, w ij are connection weights between H i and V j , a i and b j are biases for hidden and visible variables, σ j are parameters that control the variances of visible variables, and h and v are arbitrary realizations of H and V with h i and v j being their elements, i.e., h = {0, 1}
M and v ∈ R N . A GRBM models a data distribution as a Gaussian mixture distribution, in which the number of the mixing components is exponential in the number of the hidden variables.
Training RBMs
GRBMs are trained by adjusting their parameters w ij , a i , and b j so that the log-likelihood of data is maximized. The weight parameter update rule for GRBMs can be derived by taking the gradient of the log-likelihood:
where
The first term of the r.h.s. of Eq. 2 is called the positive gradient and the second term is called the negative gradient. Because exact inference of the negative gradient is intractable, practical applications use approximated inference based on log-likelihood approximation, such as contrastive divergence [10] or persistent contrastive divergence [11] . Weights are often updated by a gradient that is averaged over a set of several training cases, which is called a batch. We define an epoch as a unit duration of RBM training in which all the training cases in a dataset are used once for weight updates.
Sparsity helps unsupervised learning systems learn suitable data representations [12, 13, 14] .
GRBMs can obtain sparse representations by sparse regularization with two control parameters: the regularization strength λ and the sparsity target ρ. This regularization constrains activation probabilities of GRBM hidden units to be close to ρ [12] .
GRBMs as Data Encoders
There are several ways to obtain data representations using GRBMs. The natural choice is the conditional expectation of hidden units which can be efficiently computed, but this is not necessarily the best strategy [15] . We can gain alternative representations based on various encoding schemes. Particularly when using SVMs in supervised learning, as Coates and Ng [15] report, an encoding scheme called "soft thresholding" is effective for achieving high classification accuracy.
Mechanisms of GRBMs Losing Useful Representations
As we have seen in Section 1, a GRBM gains a lot of meaningful filters after a certain period of training, but then loses a large number of them if the training continues. Such representations gained after prolonged training are widely regarded as a poor representation because they are not overcomplete [5, 6] . Representations are said overcomplete if there are more filters (of course, it is assumed in literature that the filters are in mutually different directions, and uniform filters are therefore excluded) than the effective dimensionality of data [16] .
We view that the lost of GRBM overcompleteness arises from adjustment of the number of nonuniform GRBM filters according to the effective data dimensionality. What we assume here is that a data distribution on a low dimensional manifold is close to the family of distributions that GRBMs with a small number of hidden units -as small as the manifold dimensionality -can express. In maximum likelihood learning of a GRBM with a large number of hidden units, excess filters are thus attenuated to reduce negative effects that those filter can have on the likelihood.
To verify that GRBM filter number adjustment is responsible for the lost of overcompleteness, we performed a toy data experiment on a GRBM with four filters. Data was generated from a two dimensional Gaussian mixture with four components: one dense component and three sparse components that are the same distance apart from the dense one. This distribution can be well approximated, but cannot be completely expressed by a GRBM with two filters.
The GRBM develops as follows. The GRBM initially gains a representation that is overcomplete, but does not fit data well as in Fig. 2 A (a) . After 130 more epochs of training, the GRBM better fits the data and GRBM components roughly spread over the data points as in Fig. 2 A (b) . After 2000 epochs of training, the GRBM further fits the data and concisely assigns its components to the four mixture components of the data distribution as in Fig. 2 A (c). However, overcompleteness is damaged because two filters are attenuated to zero. One important point in this experiment is that the GRBM does not overfit the training data; the averaged log-likelihood of another data generated from the data distribution will remain close from that of the training data.
The balance between data fitting and overcompleteness dominates the performance of a linear classifier (e.g., an SVM) trained on the GRBM representation for a component classification problem. After 10 epochs of training, the classification performance is expected to be low because planes that separate regions in which a hidden unit is likely 0 or 1 do not clearly divide the data components (in Fig. 2 A (a) ). After 140 epochs of training, the classification performance will become higher because two separation planes (denoted by thick lines) divide all the data components, and the classifier can assign data labels based on the configuration of two hidden units that correspond to those planes. After 2000 epochs of training, however, the performance will be degraded because two effective separation planes fail to divide one data component (in purple) from the others.
Description above suggest us that two important aspects of the quality of representations, overcompleteness and fitting, are in a tradeoff relation in GRBM training, except for early stages of training where all the filters are nearly zero. Figure 2 B sketches this concept. GRBM overcompleteness (the blue curve) rapidly grows in the early stages of training, but eventually becomes damaged as fitting of a GRBM to training data (the green curve) improves. The quality of GRBM representations is first improved and then damaged according to this balance between fitting and overcompleteness. This perspective also tells us that higher data likelihood of GRBMs does not always result in better representations. We believe that our perspective is related to reports that maximum likelihood training of RBMs for lower layers of deep networks is suboptimal [17, 18] , and therefore foresee that the tradeoff can be observed in maximum likelihood training of other RBM variants.
Approximated Mutual Infomax Early Stopping for Better GRBM Representations
The perspective that we have described so far motivates us to perform early stopping in GRBM training for better representations in terms of fitting and overcompleteness. Because the standard early stopping is a method to prevent overfitting [19] , we here explore a new early stopping criterion.
We now present two candidate criteria. First candidate is validation data accuracy, the same criterion for the standard method. It is straightforward to use validation data accuracy for early stopping because it is exactly what we want to optimize. However, validation data accuracy is computationally expensive because of supervised training phase where we compute feature maps by convolving GRBM filters and input images, and then train SVMs on a huge set of feature maps [5, 15] .
Second candidate is the information of data held by GRBM representations, which directly measures the GRBM representation quality. We here propose an infomax approach [20] with a novel information measure, approximated mutual information (AMI) defined as:
This quantity approximates the mutual information between data and whole hidden variables I(H; D). Actually, we can verify that AMI of GRBMs is an upper bound of the mutual information, i.e.,
where S denotes entropy. The idea is to perform early stopping at the timing where AMI reaches its maximum. Thus, we call our method approximated-infomax early stopping, more shortly, a-infomax early stopping.
AMI can be efficiently computed for GRBMs. To begin with, the mutual information between each hidden unit and data can be decomposed as I(H i ; D) = S D (H i ) − S(H i |D), where S D (H i ) and S(H i |D) are entropy and conditional entropy of hidden units when they are used to encode data. Both of these entropies can be efficiently computed. First, S D (H i ) can be directly computed from the activation probabilities of hidden units when they encode data,
Second, S(H i |D) can be computed as
where conditional probabilities are efficiently computed because RBM hidden units are conditionally independent given a data vector. For further technical details on a-infomax early stopping, see the appendix. Note that AMI is computed within time linear in data size without sampling. AMI does not require supervised training phase with convolutional feature extraction and SVM training.
There are two intuitive interpretations of a-infomax early stopping. The first interpretation is that the mutual information between data and each hidden variable is a good indicator for non-uniformity of the corresponding filter. Suppose a GRBM filter for a sharp edge. The hidden variable corresponding to this filter shows strong correlation between the input image patches to the GRBM visible layer. The mutual information therefore become greater than zero. On the other hand, the mutual information becomes nearly zero with uniform filters, because the corresponding hidden units are almost statistically independent of the input images. AMI, the sum of the mutual information over the hidden variables, thus captures the sharpness of the filters throughout the whole representation. 
Experiments and Discussion

AMI and The Quality of GRBM Representations
In this section, we investigate the relationship between AMI and the quality of GRBM representations under various settings of GRBM training: the weight update algorithms and GRBM hyper parameters. For the algorithms, we examined persistent contrastive divergence (PCD) [11] and contrastive divergence (CD) [10] . For hyper parameters, there are four major GRBM parameters to be considered: the learning rates, the batch size, and the number of hidden and visible units. However, we omit batch size from our investigation because increasing the batch size has similar effects as lowering the learning rate for sufficiently large batch sizes. Therefore, we here focus on the number of hidden and visible units, and the learning rate.
We trained GRBMs by PCD on 100,000 image patches from CIFAR-10 [21] , which were preprocessed by contrast normalization and whitening. We first performed 5-fold cross validation to determine the optimal parameters for GRBM sparsity, feature encoders, and L2-SVMs. L2-SVMs were trained on GRBM representations pooled over quadrants of CIFAR images to compute validation data accuracy. After finding the best parameters, we trained and evaluated GRBMs on the standard training and test data of CIFAR-10. GRBMs were trained with different numbers of hidden and visible units (or the size of receptive fields), the learning rate, and the weight update algorithm. To describe the GRBM training setting, we use a tuple {M , N , δ, algorithm} where δ denotes the learning rate. We here examined seven GRBM training settings from (a) to (g): from (a) to (c), we varied the receptive field size, and from (c) to (e), we varied the number of hidden units. In (f), we tried a lower learning rate. In (g), we used CD instead of PCD. We trained GRBMs for 80 epochs in all the trials except for (f) where the training duration was 240 epochs.
To begin with, let us discuss how mutual information between data and each hidden variable relates to the sharpness of the corresponding filter, and how AMI relates to the overcompleteness of a whole representation. Figure 3 A (a) to (e) show uniformly taken samples of GRBM filters which are in ascending order of the mutual information I (H i ; D) . From the vertical lines in Figure 3 , it is clearly seen that hidden units with sharp edge filters hold relatively large values of I(H i ; D) (larger than 0.02[nat]). Finally, let us turn to whole representations from individual filters. Figure 3 B shows plots of I(H i ; D) where each curve corresponds to the training settings from (a) to (e). AMI of a representation is the product of the number of hidden units and the area between the corresponding curve and the horizontal axis in Fig. 3 B. As is obvious, overcomplete representations with a large number of non-uniform filters show a large value of AMI. Figure 4 : Performance and AMI (See appendix for the definition). The parameter settings (a) to (e) are the same as in Fig. 3 . Here, we also show settings (f) {1600, 108, 0.001, PCD} and (g) {1600, 108, 0.003, CD} . Series of points in a color correspond to each run of GRBM training and lines indicate the temporal order. Moreover, two interesting trends can be seen. First, the larger the number of hidden units becomes, the worse overcompleteness becomes. This can be explained as the number of excess filters in terms of likelihood maximization increases as the total number of hidden units becomes large. Second, the larger the number of visible units becomes, the better overcompleteness becomes. This can be attributed to a large effective data dimensionality. Large number of visible dimensions helps data variations to lie in orthogonal directions. This results in a large effective data dimensionality, and therefore inhibits the lost of overcompleteness.
We can actually use AMI as a useful measure for GRBM representation quality. Plots (c) to (g) in Fig. 4 for small receptive fields show that fine correlations between AMI and the test data accuracy are maintained regardless of the number of hidden units, the learning rate, and the weight update algorithm (Note that AMI = −AMI + Const. See appendix for more details). Plots (a) and (b) for larger receptive fields, however, do not show prominent correlations, reflecting that overcompleteness is not largely damaged. Even in these cases, drop in AMI is also observed. This phenomenon suggests that AMI is not a perfect measure for representation quality; AMI only serves as a good measure when the visible dimension is small as 100 in our experiments. Nevertheless, the high performance are often achieved with small receptive fields, i.e., small visible dimensions [14] . AMI, therefore, practically persists to be useful.
Performance Improvements by Early Stopping
We next verify how a-infomax early stopping improves classification performance of stacked systems. We here only varied the number of hidden units and fixed the other training settings. We performed 20 runs of GRBM training for each of the settings. The threshold parameter for a-infomax early stopping (see appendix for more details) was selected as θ ∈ {−1.5, −0.7, 0, 0.7, 1.5}. The GRBM training was terminated after 80 epochs, even if the early stopping condition did not hold. Figure 5 shows that a-infomax early stopping enables performance boosts in all the training settings shown. Moreover, there are two interesting trends to note. First, the larger the number of GRBM hidden units, the larger the performance gain by early stopping. Second, the larger the number of GRBM hidden units, the closer the timings at which performance and AMI reach their maximum values (this corresponds to performance peaks observed at θ ≈ 0 in Figure 5 A). We can explain these trends that a larger gap between the total number of hidden units and the optimal number of effective filters in terms of likelihood maximization leads a severer and more obvious impact on performance that the lost of overcompleteness has. These two trends are practically important, first because a larger number of hidden units generally results in higher classification accuracy [14] , and second because we can know that the optimal a-infomax early stopping thresholding parameter for GRBMs with a sufficiently large number of hidden units is θ ≈ 0, without tuning θ. The second property actually is the main advantage of a-infomax early stopping over our previous study where we needed to tune a thresholding parameter for GRBM reconstruction errors by cross validation [8] .
Comparison with Other Approaches
A-infomax early stopping provides an approach for improving GRBM representations without extending the model. It has been proved that model extensions are effective for RBMs to gain overcomplete representations [5, 6] . However, these model extensions introduces some problems, such as conditional dependency of visible variables [6] or the need for a special treatment for the continuous hidden variables for stacking [5, 17] . A-infomax early stopping is free from such problems.
Our approach thus will be directly applied to well-established deep learning models, such as deep Boltzmann machines [22] or deep belief networks [23] . Our findings may also help us to a deeper understanding of the mechanism by which such model extensions improve representation quality.
The score achieved by GRBMs with a-infomax early stopping is comparable to the state-of-the-art score by single layer models that were reported to largely outperform GRBMs [14, 15] (in Table 1 ). This striking result also demonstrates the impact of a-infomax early stopping and potential ability of GRBMs to model natural images.
Conclusions
We proposed a-infomax early stopping to enhance GRBM representations in terms of overcompleteness and data fitting. We reviewed a recently found phenomenon where a GRBM once gains and eventually loses sharp edge filters as the training proceeds. We attributed this phenomenon to a tradeoff between overcompleteness and fitting of GRBMs. Along this line, we developed a-infomax early stopping that enables GRBMs to gain representations that are overcomplete and fit data well.
We performed experiments on stacks of a GRBM and an SVM to verify the classification performance improvement by a-infomax early stopping. We found huge performance boosts by a-infomax early stopping, and that performance can compete with the state-of-the-art performance by other single layer algorithms.
A Techinical Details on A-infomax Early Stopping
To detect the peak timing of AMI, we use following procedure. During RBM training, we check the loss of AMI relative to its peak value at time T : AMI (T ) = max T AMI (T ) − AMI (T ). Because AMI become unimodal curve except for small fluctuations, simple thresholding of AMI (T ) results in two stopping time, one before and the other after the AMI peak timing. To avoid this difficulty, we use the following conversion AMI (T ) = AMI (T ) Sign(T − arg min T AMI (T )), where Sign(·) is a sign function; AMI (T ) now shows a monotonically increasing shape. We perform a-infomax early stopping by thresholding AMI (T ), arg min
where θ is a threshold. As with REs, we first compute max T AMI (T ) and then determine the values of RBM parameters for supervised training.
B Details of The Cross Validation
GRBMs were trained by PCD with the mini batch size being set to 100, the learning rate being set as δ = 0.003, and the number of hidden and visible units being set to 1,600 and 108, respectively. We select the parameters as follows: the sparsity target ρ of GRBMs was selected from 0.01 to 0.06 uniformly separated by 0.01, and the sparsity strength λ was selected from 0.1 to 0.5 separated by 0.1. The SVM parameter C was selected from 35, 75, 150, 300 and the soft thresholding bias was selected from 0.1 to 0.7 separated by 0.1.
